>// eventBooted
>|

---
1012-AstroRoids.Boot. SN=0,1222 leaderDA=5570 44324 bytes 88 pages
create: 2-Apr-82 11:20:11 write: 23-Feb-19 21:01:45 read: not read
Anonymous.1. SN=0,1171 leaderDA=244 0 bytes 2 pages
create: 23-Feb-19 20:53:07 write: 31-Dec-00 16:00:00 read: not read
BattleShip.er. SN=0,1223 leaderDA=5720 0 bytes 2 pages
create: 7-Sep-84 13:53:16 write: 23-Feb-19 21:01:52 read: not read
BattleShip.RUN. SN=0,1173 leaderDA=252 40546 bytes 81 pages
BlackJack.RUN. SN=0,1174 leaderDA=373 47248 bytes 94 pages
BuildKal.cm. SN=0,1224 leaderDA=5722 237 bytes 2 pages
create: 19-Oct-79 1:54:10 write: 23-Feb-19 21:02:01 read: not read
CalcSources.dm. SN=0,1250 leaderDA=7441 78815 bytes 155 pages

More?
Type <ctrl>r to kill, <ctrl>p to proceed.
#*k

The disk routines have encountered an unrecoverable disk error.
Stream = 137166; disk command block = 135770;
command = 120; real disk address = 0; status = 117404.
You should try running the SCAVENGES on your disk; it may be able to
diagnose or correct the problem.
Type <ctrl>r to kill, <ctrl>p to proceed.
#*p

The disk routines have encountered an unrecoverable disk error.
Stream = 137166; disk command block = 135770;
command = 120; real disk address = 0; status = 117404.
You should try running the SCAVENGES on your disk; it may be able to
diagnose or correct the problem.
Type <ctrl>r to kill, <ctrl>p to proceed.
#*p

The disk routines have encountered an unrecoverable disk error.
Stream = 137166; disk command block = 135770;
command = 120; real disk address = 0; status = 117404.
You should try running the SCAVENGES on your disk; it may be able to
diagnose or correct the problem.
Type <ctrl>r to kill, <ctrl>p to proceed.
#*p

The disk routines have encountered an unrecoverable disk error.
Stream = 137166; disk command block = 135770;
command = 120; real disk address = 0; status = 117404.
You should try running the SCAVENGES on your disk; it may be able to
diagnose or correct the problem.
Type <ctrl>r to kill, <ctrl>p to proceed.
#*p

The disk routines have encountered an unrecoverable disk error.
Stream = 137166; disk command block = 135770;
command = 120; real disk address = 0; status = 117404.
You should try running the SCAVENGES on your disk; it may be able to
diagnose or correct the problem.
Type <ctrl>r to kill, <ctrl>p to proceed.
#*p

The disk routines have encountered an unrecoverable disk error.
Stream = 137166; disk command block = 135770;
command = 120; real disk address = 0; status = 117404.
You should try running the SCAVENGES on your disk; it may be able to
diagnose or correct the problem.
Type <ctrl>r to kill, <ctrl>p to proceed.
#*p

The disk routines have encountered an unrecoverable disk error.
Stream = 137166; disk command block = 135770;
command = 120; real disk address = 0; status = 117404.
You should try running the SCAVENGES on your disk; it may be able to
diagnose or correct the problem.
Type <ctrl>r to kill, <ctrl>p to proceed.
#*p

PupEther: This machine has no Ethernet interface!
#

AC0:173311  AC1:105747  AC2:105743  AC3:173332  CRY:1  PC:173323  INT:ON

Address space: Swatee No symbol file

  0 105743  22 0 173323-(4256, 377)
  1 105765  20 0 35562-(65212, 106055)
  2 106005  27 0 35205-(65212, 106055, 24, 113)
~~ BEGINNING ~~
1012-AstroRoids.Boot.
Anonymous.1.
BattleShip.p.
BattleShip.RUN.
BlackJack.RUN.
BuildKal.cm.
CalcSources.dm.
Calculator.RUN.
Chess.log.
Chess.run.
Com.Cm.
CompileKal.cm.
CRTTEST.RUN.
DMT.boot.
EdsBuild.run.
empress.run.
Executive.Run.
Fly.run.
galaxian.boot.
Garbage.$.
Go9.run.
GoFont.AL.
Invaders.Run.
junk.
junk.press.
Kal.cpl.
Kal.cm.
KalA.asm.
KalMc.mu.
Kinetic4.RUN.
LoadKal.cm.
MasterMind.RUN.
maze.run.
Mesa.Typescript.
Missile.run.
NEPTUNE.RUN.
othello.run.
Pinball-easy.run.
POLYGONS.RUN.

No Disk: <SysDir:> **